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MONTESSORI
ABOUT MONTESSORI

Montessori is a method of education that
is based on self-directed activity, hands-on
learning, and collaborative play.
In Montessori classrooms children make creative choices in their
learning, while the classroom and the teacher offer age-appropriate
activities to guide the process. Children work in groups and
individually to discover and explore knowledge of the world and to
develop to their maximum potential.
Montessori classrooms are beautifully crafted environments
designed to meet the needs of children in a specific age range.
Dr. Maria Montessori discovered
that experiential learning in this type of
classroom led to a deeper understanding
of language, mathematics, science,
music, social interactions, and much
more. Children can learn through their
own experience and at their own pace.
They can respond at any moment to
the natural curiosities that exist in all
humans and build a solid foundation
for life-long learning.

Childhood has
shown me that all
humanity is one.
—Maria Montessori

MONTESSORI NORTHWEST

Montessori Northwest, located
in SE Portland, provides AMI
Montessori teacher training at
the Assistants to Infancy (ages
0 - 3), Primary (ages 3 - 6), and
Elementary (ages 6 - 12) levels,
and serves as a hub of activity
within the Montessori community.
We also offer parent education,
continuing education workshops,
community education, and
personalized staff development
for Montessori professionals.
27TH INTERNATIONAL
MONTESSORI CONGRESS

Dr. Maria Montessori established
the International Montessori
Congress in 1929 to raise the
awareness and understanding of
Montessori education. Since then,
twenty-five additional Congresses

have followed around the world,
with one being held approximately
every four years. It has been nearly
forty years since the Congress was
last held in the United States and
we look forward to hosting this
international Montessori event
here in our home country.
The 27th International
Montessori Congress, “Montessori:
Guided by Nature,” is going on
right now, July 31 – August 3, 2013
at the Oregon Convention Center.
MONTESSORI IN THE SQUARE

As part of the International
Montessori Congress, three
classrooms have been set up in the
middle of Pioneer Square. See for
yourself how unique and beautiful
Montessori learning environments
are. We encourage you to watch the
children working, ask questions,
and learn for yourself what makes
Montessori education so special.
We’re glad you’re here!

Montessori Northwest
622 SE Grand, Portland, OR 97214
503.963.8992
WWW.MONTESSORI-NW.ORG
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The History of Montessori

What is Montessori?

Primary Classroom

“MONTESSORI IS a comprehensive approach to education

THE MONTESSORI PRIMARY classroom serves children

DR. MARIA MONTESSORI

(1870-1952) was an Italian physician and anthropologist who devoted
her life to understanding how children develop socially, intellectually,
physically, and spiritually. By carefully observing children all over
the world, she discovered universal patterns of development that are
found in all children regardless of their culture or the era in which
they live. Over the next several decades she crafted an educational
method in response to her observations.
In 1915 Dr. Montessori opened a “Glass Classroom” at the Panama
Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco so visitors could see
the Montessori system in action. With the same purpose of bringing
Montessori to you, today we relive that history with classrooms for
toddlers, children ages 3-6 and elementary children ages 6-12.

based on the observation of children’s
developmental needs and tendencies.”
www.montessori-namta.org
The goal of a Montessori classroom
is to provide the ideal environment
for each child to grow intellectually
and emotionally. Children can learn
through their own experience and at
their own pace. They can respond at any
moment to the natural curiosities that
exist in all humans and build a solid
foundation for life-long learning.
www.montessori-nw.org
Each classroom is equipped to meet
the particular academic and social
needs of a different age range of
children, but some elements remain the
same throughout the child’s experience.

Every Montessori classroom:
- Contains beautiful materials for the child to
manipulate and a trained adult to help guide the
child’s activities.
- Provides the opportunity to exercise and develop
free choice and independence.
- Helps foster within the child an awareness and
appreciation of their collaborative role in both the
classroom and their community.

aged three to six years. Dr. Montessori observed that children of
this age prefer individual work in the company of others. This
is characterized by focused concentration when manipulating
materials. The child effortlessly
absorbs all aspects of the
environment and surrounding
culture. This helps craft the
emerging personality whose
foundations set the stage for
later social, emotional, and
intellectual exploration.

Goals of the Primary Environment:
Àɥ,ǡɅɭāȸɥɭŲāɥřȸǡʸɭŲɥǡĭɥƁǋéāȋāǋéāǋÂāàɥɭɅƝɥ
persistence, and self-regulation
ÀɥdʎȋȋǡȸɭɥɅǡÂƁƣɥéāʶāƣǡȋǃāǋɭɥɭŲȸǡʎřŲɥȸāɅȋāÂɭĭʎƣàɥ
clear communication and safe, natural
consequences
Àɥ^ȸǡʶƁéāɥɥƣȸřāɥʶȸƁāɭ˄ɥǡĭɥÂɭƁʶƁɭƁāɅɥĭǡȸɥɭŲāɥÂǡǋɭȸǡƣɥ
and coordination of movement, refinement of
sensory perception, and development of both
literacy and mathematical understanding
ÀɥQİāȸɥǡȋȋǡȸɭʎǋƁɭƁāɅɥĭǡȸɥƁǃřƁǋɭƁʶāɥā˂ȋƣǡȸɭƁǡǋɥ
leading to confident, creative self-expression

Model Release for Minors

For valuable consideration I hereby give to Montessori Northwest the absolute and irrevocable right and permission
with respect to the photographs that its staff members have taken of my minor child in which he/she may be
included with others:
a) To copyright the same in the photographer’s name or any other name that he/she may select, and
b) To use, re-use, publish and re-publish the same in whole or in part, separately or in conjunction with other
photographs, in any medium now or hereafter known, and for the purpose of illustration, promotion or marketing.
I understand that Montessori Northwest may not sell or trade these photographs to any other person, company or
entity, and that these photos will be used solely by Montessori Northwest.
I understand that Montessori Northwest may use my child’s first name in captions or descriptions regarding the
content of the photograph but will in no other way identify my child.
I understand that Montessori Northwest will make all efforts to use only photographs that depict my child in a
neutral or positive manner.
I hereby release and discharge photographer from all and any claims and demands ensuing from or in connection
with the use of the photographs, including any and all claims for libel and invasion of privacy.
This authorization and release shall inure to the benefit of the legal representatives, licensees and assigns of the
photographer as well as the person(s) for whom he/she took the photographs.
I have read the foregoing and fully understand the contents hereof. I represent that I am the parent or guardian of
the above named model. For value received, I hereby consent to the foregoing on his/her behalf.

Dated: _______________________________________________________________
Minor's Name: _______________________________________________________________
Parent or Guardian Name: ________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian: ________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________
State/Zip: ________________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________________________________________________
Parent’s Email Address: ________________________________________________________________
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